
⑪ Colorless

Transparent bottles

⑫ Brown bottles ⑬ Other color bottles

Unburnable garbage
（What goes in The container） Put what does not

fit in the container to “⑳ Oversized garbage”

⑰ Pottery・Glass

⑱ Metal

How to separate garbage and to throw 【川辺地域】

Plastic containers and packaging

① PET bottles ② White Styrofoam tray ③ Soft plastic

④ Hard plastic
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Empty can for eating and drinking

⑭ Aluminum steel can ⑮ Other can

⑲ Garbage to be burned

Resource garbage twice a month Burnable garbage twiceaweek

※ The tray with a color and

the design is

"③ soft plastic".

※ The tray with the dirt not

coming off is

"⑲Garbage to be burned ".

※ Oil-field plastic

bottles and oily

plastic bottles are

"③ soft plastic"

Collect There are associations

tat cannot be put in

a net bag.

Battery

Unbroken

fluorescent light

Thermometer

Using mercury,

mirror

※ Anything that can't be easily cleaned, into

"⑲ Garbage to be burned ".

※ Put soft plastic products other than containers into

"④ hard plastic".

Spray can

※Make a hole

Broken glass
Cosmetic bottle

Bottle of medicine

Light bulb

Peel off the label,

please. Put the cap to

"④ hard plastic ".

Plastic

Plastic Bottle

Lids and

Bottle Lids

Among the hard plastics,

containers are placed

into "③ Soft plastic "

category.

Put the removed can lid

into “⑱ Metal”

Rubber

product

Electrical appliances

machine

Other large ones

Mattress・Tatami

futon

Diapers

※ Get rid of filth

Doll

Clothing with

cotton etc

Defoliant from home fallen leaves etc

※ Remove the soil well

Kitchen garbage

※ Drain water well.

Let's utilize kitchen garbage

Processing machine.

Collect

[Designated bag]

Pumps like shampoo

bottles (with a metal

spring in them) is put in

"⑲ Garbage to be burned ".

Waste paper

Paper not included in

Recyclable barbage

Please wash so that no solids

Remain and dry

Plastic empty

container

Empty bottle

Other PET bottle

Please take out

without crushing

Broken pottery,glass

Please take it to the burning

Garbage station by AM８:00.

Collect

Please bring the resource garbage to the resource garbage station.

Resource garbage is separating to reprocessing and remaking. It is necessary washing and separating to make good product.

（Information）

南九州市役所 市民生活課生活衛生係(川辺支所)

Minamikyushu city hall (Kawanabe building)

南薩地区衛生管理組合川辺清掃センター Kawanabe waste treatment plant

Carrying time to Kawanabe waste treatment plant

from Monday to Saturday

AM 8:30～12:00 ・ PM 1:00～4:30

Collect

Business-related general waste
Except for industrial waste, it is "business-related general

waste" that is generated by the waste at business sites.

Take it to the cleaning center, or outsource licensed vendor.

Weight Fee

250kg or less 500 yen

Over 250kg

Every 250kg
500 yen

There is a charge for bringing

garbage into cleaning center.

Items subject to recycling law

Sand and rubble Debris from your home can be taken to the disposal

Minamisatuma clean center Wed and Sun only.
南さつま市金峰町花瀬 215-1 ℡0993-77-0455

Battery
Tire

(bike, car)

Passenger

vehicles
Agricultural plastic

Waste oil and paints

Collect

Collect

Collect

Collect
Collect Collect

Collect Collect

Resources and incombustible waste in the Kawanabe area are collected using containers and nets.

The contractor commissioned by the city will distribute the containers and other items on the day before the

collection day.

Containers will be placed in the garbage station in the evening, so please sort each item separately before

disposal.

② Classification

We appreciate your

cooperation.

Bottle

Unburnable metal

Unburnable pottery

Hazardous garbage

Cardboard

Pack for drinking

Newspaper

Flyer, Cloth

PET bottle

White syrofoam tray

Other can Soft plastic

Aluminum steel can
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Empty bottle for eating and drinking ⑯ Hazardous

garbage

Items that cannot be

disassembled due to

mixed materials

Check the rulebook for

Things that are

difficult to understand

Waste paper

Paper not included in

Recyclable barbage
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⑧ Newspaper,

Advertisement
⑨ Book,

Magazine

Paper container

⑤ Paper pack ⑥ Card board ⑦ Other containers ⑩ Clothing

Put cotton clothing, leather

goods, socks and underwear in

the "⑲Garbage to be burned "

section.

Sell them at the flea market

or renovate them and

reuse them effectively.

Fold, then tie with cord. (cord is paper or vinyl. Do not use wire or other metal cord).

Put things that is slier

incite(aluminum coated)

to “⑲Garbage to be

burned”

Targets larger

than a tissue

box.

Garbage that is difficult to dispose

Items that cannot disposed of by city

It is garbage other than industrial waste that is not collected.
Please dispose of industrial waste by a professional.

4 items of specific household appliances

TV [including liquid crystal and plasma]

Air conditioner Refrigerator/freezer

Please hand it to a home appliance store or a licensed vendor.

PC recycling
（body, monitor）
Please ask a retailer or
Contact the manufacture

Please dispose of it with a private waste disposal company.

Sand and rubble Debris from your home can be taken to the disposal site.

Minamisatuma clean center Wed and Sun only.
南さつま市金峰町花瀬 215-1 ℡0993-77-0455

Tire (Bike, car)

Battery

Pesticides and

Other chemicals

Passenger vehiclesAgricultural plastic

Waste oil and paints

Uncut waste timber

⑳ Oversized garbage
Large items that don’t fit in

designated bag（Excluding items

that are not collected by the city)
Please look rule book about detailed

items. Construction waste and

business waste will not be discarded.

Furniture

Large

appliances

Mattress・Tatami

futon

Other large ones

Oversized garbage twice a year

Your association tell you collection day and

place by region in Time of implementation:.

Leather

goods


